A mathematical description of blood spiral flow in vessels: application to a numerical study of flow in arterial bending.
Local arterial haemodynamics has been associated with the pathophysiology of several cardiovascular diseases. The stable spiral blood-flows that were observed in vivo in several vessels, may play a dual role in vascular haemodynamics, beneficial since it induces stability, reducing turbulence in the arterial tree, and accounts for normal organ perfusion, but detrimental in view of the imparted tangential velocities that are involved in plaque formation and development. Being a spiral flow considered representative of the local blood dynamics in certain vessels, a method is proposed to quantify the spiral structure of blood flow. The proposed function, computed along a cluster of particle trajectories, has been tested for the quantitative determination of the spiral blood flow in a three-dimensional, s-shaped femoral artery numerical model in which three degrees of stenosis were simulated in a site prone to atherosclerotic development. Our results confirm the efficacy of the Lagrangian analysis as a tool for vascular blood dynamics investigation. The proposed method quantified spiral motion, and revealed the progression in the degree of stenosis, in the presented case study. In the future, it could be used as a synthetic tool to approach specific clinical complications.